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Welcome to 2020!
Hopefully, you survived the holidays and are ready to embrace a new year. We have
so many exciting new things happening around the studio. What are your goals
and/or resolutions you are trying to tackle? How can we help you? What more do you
want out of your sessions? These are the questions we want you to be vocal about.
Together we can make 2020 one of the best years ever!
With Gratitude and Love,
The Omni Team
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In The Studio
Studio Notes:
Yoga classes are back!
Every Sunday and
Tuesday from 6:30 PM 7:30 PM
New Year Sale!!
$280 1-month
unlimited Group
Classes (January
only!!)
Ask us about a
nutrition plan to
help maximize your
health routine. This
month only ($30
consultation and
$50 subsequent

Announcement:
We will be at the
Lubbock Wellness Expo
-Saturday, January 11th
from 9-5PM
Click here for more
information. :)

Updated class schedule here

sessions)

Join us for the Wellness Expo

January 11th from 9AM-5PM

Pilates Fit Facts
How Pilates Helps Beneﬁt Mental Health
Last month we looked at how the principles of Pilates help you with daily life. This
month we are focusing on how Pilates can improve your mental health.
Mindfulness in movement with Breath
Breathing is one of Joseph Pilates' 8 principles and it is an essential
component in all Pilates classes. Every Pilates exercise involves a particular
breathing pattern that improves the effectiveness of the exercise, helps supply
oxygen to the muscles, and removes waste products. In focusing on your
breath, the brain is not able to edit your “to do” list or think about what to have
for dinner! Instead, Pilates directs your focus inward for the duration of the
class. Breathing helps you focus on the present, feeling the muscles work and
reconnecting to your body.
Stress Management and Relaxation
As wellness coach, Elizabeth Scott writes, “Exercise can decrease ‘stress
hormones’ like cortisol, and increase endorphins, your body’s ‘feel-good’
chemicals, giving your mood a natural boost” (Scott, 2018). As a form of
exercise, Pilates may also improve your ability to respond to and cope with
stress, enhancing your stress resilience.
Improving Memory and Brain Training
Pilates requires you to recruit both your body and mind simultaneously When

Pilates requires you to recruit both your body and mind simultaneously. When
we learn a new exercise, it challenges the brain to learn a new skill, keeping
the mind engaged at all times. In addition to this, “Exercise pumps blood to the
brain, which should make you think more clearly. It increases the size of the
hippocampus, the part of the brain responsible for memory. It also increases
the connections between the nerve cells in the brain. This improves your
memory and helps protect your brain against injury and
disease” (Healthdirect.gov.au, 2018).
A Tool in Treating Depression or Anxiety
Psychiatrists discuss the importance of exercise in the management of mental
health conditions like depression. The report states that exercise “should be
routinely included as an essential component in recovery from mental
illness” (Ranzcp.org, 2018). Pilates may assist in the treatment of depression
and anxiety by offering an opportunity to socialize. This changes the levels of
chemicals in the brain like serotonin, cortisol, and endorphins.
Exercise provides a distraction from negative thoughts, in turn, releasing
stress, and helping to create a self-care routine.
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Pie and Lattes

30-Minute Veggie Red Curry
On a cold winter night or when you feel a cold coming in this dish makes the perfect
remedy! A few beneﬁts of this Red Curry is that it has powerful anti-inﬂammatory
properties, and it helps aid in digestion.

Click the image above for full recipe!
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